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Abstract

The objective of this essay is to propose a cultural history of cosmography
and cartography from the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries. It focuses
on some of the processes that characterized these fields of knowledge, using
mainly western European sources. First, it elucidates the meaning that the
term cosmography held during the period under consideration, and the scientific status that this composite field of knowledge enjoyed, pointing to the
main processes that structured cosmography between the thirteenth century and the sixteenth century. I then move on to expound the circulation of
cosmographic knowledge among Portugal, Venice and Lisbon in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. This analysis will show how cartography and
cosmography were produced at the interface of articulated commercial, diplomatic and scholarly networks; finally, the last part of the essay focuses on
the specific and quite distinctive use of cosmography in fifteenth-century
European culture: the representation of “geo-political” projects on the world
through the reformulation of the very concepts of sea and maritime networks. This last topic will be developed through the study of Fra Mauro’s
mid-fifteenth-century visionary project about changing the world connectivity through the linking of several maritime and fluvial networks in the Indian Ocean, Central Asia, and the Mediterranean Sea basin, involving the circumnavigation of Africa. This unprecedented project was based on a variety
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of sources accumulated in the Mediterranean Sea basin as well as in Asia
and in the Indian Ocean over the course of several centuries.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmography is the representation of the imago mundi, which is
the description of the Earth within the universe, in written and
illustrated form in the late Middle Ages and the Early Modern
era. Cosmography rested on a vast compilation of knowledge
deriving from heterogeneous sources It was based on a tradition
that harked back to classical antiquity and remained
authoritative throughout the Middle Ages. It found an
expression in historical and geographical treatises, as well as in
encyclopaedias and maps of the world. Comprised of elements of
Christian cosmology, notably the location of the earth within the
context of the story of Creation, it was meticulously represented,
for example, in a fresco by Giusto de’ Menabuoi (c. 1330- c. 1390)
at the Baptistery of the Duomo of Padua (c. 1378). Alongside
these Christian components were elements of astronomy and
Ptolemaic astrology, namely the position of the earth in relation
to the celestial world of the planets and the stars, along with the
influence of Aristotelian natural philosophy that discussed both
the relative position and size of the earth in relation to the other
Aristotelian elements of water, air and fire, placed beneath the
circle of the moon. 1 [Fig. 1]
This article benefited from the support of CHAM – The Portuguese Center of Global
History (FCSH/NOVA-UAc) through the strategic project sponsored by FCT - Fundação
para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, the Portuguese national funding agency for science, research
and technology (UID/HIS/04666/2013).
1
Anna-Dorothee von den Brincken, “Mappa mundi und Chronographie,” Deutsches
Archiv für Erforschung des Mittelalters 24 (1968): 118-86; Marica Milanesi, “La Cartografia
italiana nel Medio Evo e nel Rinascimento,” in Marica Milanesi, Vladimiro Valerio,
Emanuela Casti Moreschi and Leonardo Rombai, La Cartografia italiana.
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Figure 1. Giusto de’ Menabuoi, The creation of the World, fresco, 1376. Padua (Italy),
Baptistery of the Duomo.

Cartogràfic de Catalunya, 1993), 15-80; Patrick Gautier Dalché, “Pour une histoire du regard
géographique. Conception et usage de la carte au XVe siècle,” Micrologus 4 (1996): 77-103.
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Medieval cosmography was the culmination of a cultural
synthesis uniting Christian cosmology, Aristotelian natural
philosophy of scholastic origins, Latin and Greek classical
author—chiefly, from the fifteenth-century onwards, Ptolemy 2—
and accounts of the voyages undertaken by more recent writers
such as the missionaries who traveled to Asia in the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries. The latter included the Franciscans
John of Pianocarpine (c. 1182-1252), William of Rubruck (c. 1220 –
c. 1293), Odoric of Pordenone (c. 1265-1331), John of
Montecorvino (1247-1328). 3 Another major influence was that of
merchant travelers, from Marco Polo and Niccolò de’ Conti to
the more numerous protagonists of European expansion. To
these were added reports about pilgrimages to the Holy Land,
and geographic treatises of medieval compilers such as the
thirteenth-century Ristoro d’Arezzo, 4 Marino Sanudo the Elder
(c. 1260-1343), 5 Friar Paolino Veneto (c. 1270-1344), Fazio degli
Uberti (died c. 1370) 6 as well as the cardinals Pierre d’Ailly (13501420)7 and Guillaume Fillastre (1428). 8

2

Patrick Gautier Dalché, La Géographie de Ptolémée en Occident (IVe-XVIe siècle)
(Turnhout : Brepols, 2009); Patrick Gautier Dalché, The Reception of Ptolemy’s Geography
(End of the Fourteenth to Beginning of the Sixteenth Century),” in David Woodward ed. The
History of Cartography, vol. III, 1, Cartography in the European Renaissance (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2007), 285-364 (now available online at
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/books/HOC/HOC_V3_Pt1/Volume3_Part1.html).
3
Patrick Gautier Dalché (ed.), La terre: connaissance, représentations, mesure au
Moyen Âge. (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013), 67-120. Angelo Tartuferi, Francesco D'Arelli eds.
L’arte di Francesco: capolavori d’arte Italiana e terre d’Asia dal XIII al XV secolo (Florence:
Giunti, 2015), 433-58; Christine Gadrat-Ouerfelli, Lire Marco Polo au Moyen Âge.
Traduction, diffusion et réception du Devisement du monde (Turnhout: Brepols, 2015).
4
Ristoro d’Arezzo, La composizione del mondo, ed. by Alberto Morino (Milan:
Fondazione Pietro Bembo; Parma, Guanda, 1997).
5
Marino Sanudo, Liber secretorum fidelium crucis super Terrae Sanctae
recuperatione et conservatione, edited in Jacques Bongars, Gesta Dei per Francos, t. II,
Hanovre, 1611.
6
Fazio degli Uberti, Il Dittamondo e le Rime, ed. by G. Corsi, 2 vols (Bari: Laterza,
1952).
7
Edmond Buron ed. Ymago mundi: texte latin et traduction française des quatre
traités cosmographiques de d’Ailly et de notes marginales de Cristophe Colomb. Etude sur
les sources de l’auteur, 3 vols (Paris: Maisonneuve, 1930).
8
Patrick Gautier Dalché, “L’oeuvre géographique du Cardinal Fillastre († 1428).
Représentation du monde et perception de la carte à l’aube des découvertes,” in Didier
Marcotte ed. Humanisme et culture géographique à l’époque du Concile de Constance:
autour de Guillaume Fillastre; actes du Colloque de l’Université de ReimsDownloaded
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Furthermore, from the close of the thirteenth century
onwards was the knowledge transmitted orally by travelers,
monks and merchants, diplomats, ships’ captains, whose reports
often remained anonymous, and which were compared with
ancient and more recent written sources.It is noteworthy that
not only cartographers such as the Majorcan Jewish Cresques at
the end of the fourteenth century, the Venetian Camaldolese Fra
Mauro (died c. 1459/64) and the German merchant Martin
Behaim of Nuremberg, who was active in Portugal during the
second half of the fifteenth century, but also Petrus de Abano
(1257-1315), a professor at the University of Padua, relied on oral
testimonies. Thus, Petrus de Abano cited as authoritative what
Marco Polo had told him about the southern sky. Oral
testimonies increasingly served as the basis of descriptions of
Northern Europe, Asia and Africa and, from the late fifteenth
century onwards, also of the ‘New Worlds’. 9 In the mid-sixteenth
century, Giovanni Battista Ramusio (1485-1557), a humanist and
the secretary of the Venetian Council of Ten, and the
cartographer Giacomo Gastaldi (end of the fifteenth century.1566), drew on complementary ancient, medieval and
contemporary sources for the preparation of the texts and maps
of the Navigazioni e viaggi (Navigations and Voyages). The
Navigazioni were the most systematic textual synthesis of
European expansion published until then, and Ramusio and
Gastaldi juxtaposed their written sources with what they had
learnt directly from the captains of the Portuguese and Spanish
ships en route to Venice. 10 From the thirteenth century to the
mid-sixteenth century the cartographers charged with preparing
official maps of the Portuguese and Spanish expansion—called
9

Petrus de Abano, Conciliator differentiarum philosophorum & medicorum...
(Venetijs, mandato & expensis nobilis viri Luceantonij de Giunta Florentini, 1522), f. 97. See
Cathay and the way thither, being a collection of medieval notices of China, vol. 2, transl.
and ed. by Sir Henry Yule. New ed. rev. throughout in the light of recent discoveries by Henri Cordier (Nendeln: Kraus Repr., 1967), 324-25.
10
Giovanni Battista Ramusio, Primo [-secondo; -terzo] uolume delle navigationi et
uiaggi. In Venetia appresso gli heredi di Lucantonio Giunti, l’anno M D L [1550, vol. I e vol.
III]; L’anno M D L IX [1559, vol. II]. Modern edition: Giovanni Battista Ramusio, Navigazioni e viaggi, ed. by Marica Milanesi, 6 vols (Turin: Einaudi 1978-88).
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padrão real and padrón real, in Portuguese and Spanish,
respectively 11 —compared comprehensively geographical
discoveries that were derived from diverse cultural environments.
This held true for the ‘Italian’ and Catalan marine charts makers
as well as for the sixteenth-century cosmographers of the Casa
da Índia of Lisbon and of the Casa de Contratación de Indias of
Seville. 12 Given knowledge such as scholastic and humanistic and
culture and more practical contexts such as the knowledge ‘of
the technicians’—which merged calculation, abacuses,
mercantile practices, the art of navigation and marine
cartography—were integrated within the articulated processes of
outlining and ordering of the Renaissance imago mundi. 13
Tracing the impact that the discursive tradition of travelogues
had on cosmographers from the thirteenth to the sixteenth
centuries, in particular, allows researchers to approach a culture
in which tradition, written knowledge and practical experience
came together.
Different perceptions and discursive traditions pertaining
to the concept of space were therefore at the onset of affirming
the systematic use of cartography as a means for the
construction of territorial relations and their representation. By
conflating the classical geography of the ancient authors with
the testimonies of the moderns (sea charts, mappae mundi,
portolani) from the beginning of the thirteenrh century a process
began that, by placing geography at the service of universal
history and commerce, led to the affirmation of cartography as
an effective medium of representing and constructing space. 14
11

Alegria, Maria Fernanda, Susanne Daveau, João Carlos Garcia and Francesc Relaño,
“Portuguese Cartography in the Renaissance,” in Woodward, Cartography in the European
Renaissance, 975-1068 (recently made available on-line for free by the publisher at
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/books/HOC/HOC_V3_Pt1/Volume3_Part1.html).
Antonio
Sánchez, La Espada, la Cruz y el Padrón: soberanía, fe y representación cartográfica en el
mundo ibérico bajo la Monarquía Hispánica, 1503-1598 (Madrid: CSIC, 2013).
12
Massimo Quaini, “L’età dell’evidenza cartografica. Una nuova visione del mondo
fra Cinquecento e Seicento,” in Cristoforo Colombo e l’apertura degli spazi, 2 vols, ed. G.
Cavallo (Rome: Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, 1992), II, 781-811 (792).
13
Carlo Maccagni, “Leggere, scrivere e disegnare la ‘scienza volgare’ nel
Rinascimento,” Annali della Scuola normale superiore di Pisa. Classe di lettere e filosofia 23
(1993): 631-76.
14
See in this regard Patrick Gautier Dalché, “L’usage des cartes marines aux XIVe et
XVe siècles,” in Spazi, temi, misure e percorsi nell'Europa dal Bassomedioevo
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II. DEPICTING THE IMAGO MUNDI: CONTINUITY AND THE LONGUE
DURÉE
The epistemological ruptures such as “from the flat Earth to the
round Earth”—often mentioned at ongoing celebrations of the
“discoveries,” e.g. of America, Brazil, of the Strait of Magellan, by
various “first expeditions”—that allegedly took place between
the late medieval and early modern eras, remain undocumented.
Indeed, they may be characterized as banal and misleading oversimplifications about European expansion, as well as its cartographic and scientific implications. 15 Rather, the scientific status
of universal cartography before the early modern period was
marked by theoretical reflections on the functions of
representational cartography of two medieval authors, Hugh of
St Victor (c. 1096-1141) and Fra Paolino Veneto (c. 1270-1344).
Hugh of St Victor shows clearly in the foreword of one of his
long forgotten works, the Descriptio mappe mundi―the
description and commentary of a large circular map of the world
found in this abbey 16―how the pictorial representation of the
imago mundi had already been transformed during the twelfth
century into an independent and legitimate form of cultural
expression, itself becoming the object of semiotic analysis and
commentary:
Therefore we have proposed in this work not to depict but to
describe the map of the world, that is to say not things or the
Bouloux, Culture et savoirs géographiques en Italie au XIVe siècle (Turnhout, Brepols,
2002), 45-68.
15
Inadequate as held in William G.L. Randles, Classical Models of World Geography
and Their Transformation Following the Discovery of America, in Wolfgang Haase and
Reinhold Meyer eds. The Classical Tradition and the Americas, I. European Images of the
Americas and the Classical Tradition (Berlin-New York: W. de Gruyter, 1994), 5-76. See
Milanesi, La Cartografia italiana, 23-28.
16
The work was discovered and published by Patrick Gautier Dalché: La ‘Descriptio
mappe mundi’ de Hugues de Saint-Victor. Texte inèdit avec introduction et commentaire
(Paris: Études augustiniennes, 1988); see also Scott D. Westrem, The Hereford Map. A Transcription and Translation of the Legends with Commentaries (Turnhout, Brepols, 2001),
xxxiv-xxxv. For a biographical and cultural profile see Patrick Sicard ed. Hugues de SaintVictor et son école. Introd., choix de texte, trad. et commentaires par Patrick Sicard
(Turnhout, Brepols, 1990).
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images of things, but rather the meanings, we wish to show not
what the things themselves signify but by what they are signified. 17

According to Hugh of St Victor, cartography should have
aroused the interest of all “wise men, both seculars and those
learned in ecclesiastical writings” (sapientes viri, tam seculari
quam ecclesiastica litteratura edocti) as a way of attaining a
better understanding of the story of Salvation through
representations of specific places on Earth. Thus, the mappae
mundi were to serve a primarily educational purpose. It is
important to bear in mind that these reflections on universal
cartography complemented the famous description of navigation
formulated by Hugh of Saint Victor in his most celebrated work,
the Didascalicon:
“[navigation] penetrates isolated areas, reaches unknown shores,
traverses frightful wild deserts and promotes civil relations with
Barbarian population who speak unknown languages. This activity
reconciles different people, reinforces peace and exchanges goods
necessary for the use of everyone.”18

A century later Fra Paolino Veneto, author of three well
known universal chronicles (The Epitoma, the Chronologia
Magna, also known as the Compendium, and the Satyrica
Historia), developed an important observation on the function
and the status of universal cartography in a treatise titled De
mapa mundi. 19 Heir to a tradition steeped in classical culture,
which upheld the need to obtain knowledge of geography as a
prerequisite for understanding human history, Fra Paolino
attributed a specific educational and edifying role to world maps
conceived as pictorial representations of the mundus, the
universe created by God, combining ‘writing’ with ‘images.’ In
17

“Nos autem non depingere, sed describere mappam mundi proponimus in hoc opera,
id est non res nec rerum imagines, sed potius significationes, non quas res ipse significant,
sed quibus significantur volumus demonstrare,” in Hugh of Saint Victor, Descriptio Mappe
Mundi, Prol. 1:13-6 (Paris 1988, 133; for the analysis: 111-13).
18
The Didascalicon of Hugh of St. Victor. A Medieval Guide to the Arts, trans. and ed.
Jerome Taylor (New York and London: Columbia University Press, 1961), 76-77. For the
Latin version : Didascalicon, II.xxiii.
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order to fully grasp Paolino’ theoretical framework, it is worth
quoting the Prologue to De mapa mundi in its entirety:
Here begins the prologue to De mapa mundi with its tripartite
division of the world. Without the mapa mundi I would say it is
difficult if not impossible to imagine or conceive in the mind those
passages which speak of the sons or grandsons of Noah and of the
four monarchies and of other kingdoms and provinces either in
divine or secular writings. A double map is necessary, both in
picture and in writing. You should consider neither one without the
other to be sufficient, since a picture without writing shows the
kingdoms and provinces confusedly, while writing without the aid
of pictures does not mark the borders of the provinces which lie
under the various parts of heaven in a fashion sufficiently clear, so
that they can be seen as if by the eye. The images placed here have
been composed from various maps copied from exemplars, which
agree with the writings of illustrious authors, whom we imitate, that
is to say: Isidore in his book Etymologies, Jerome in On the Distance
of Places and Hebraic Questions, Hugh of St. Victor and Hugh of
Fleury in his Ecclesiastical History, Orosius De Ornesta Mundi,
Solinus Of the Marvels of the World, Gervasius Of the Marvels of the
Earth, Pomponius Mela Description of the World, Honorius Image of
the World, Eusebius, Bede, Justinus, Bishop Balderich of Dôle in
Overseas Journey and of many other writers mostly on a description
of the Holy Land and of the surrounding kingdoms of Syria and
Egypt, which are needed for understanding many passages of Holy
Scripture; whoever reads in these matters should understand the
great work of the most studious doctor Jerome. Great caution must
be applied so that the image is not spoiled by the painter. The world
is first divided generally into Asia, Europe, and Africa. Though Asia
is said by many to be a third part of the world, in fact its size is
found to be half. 20

20

This English translation of Paulinus’ ‘Prologue’ derives from Evelyn Edson, The
World Map, 1300–1492: The Persistence of Tradition and Transformation (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2007), 71 The quotation is found originaly in Città del Vaticano,
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat. lat. 1960, Fra Paolino, De Mapa Mundi, f. 13v. For the
transcription of the Latin text, see Anna-Dorothee Von den Brincken, “Ut describeretur universis orbis’ zur Universalkartographie des Mittelalters,” in Methoden in Wissenschaft und
Kunst des Mittelalters, ed. Albert Zimmermann, Miscellanea Mediaevalia 7 (1970): 249-78,
in particular 261-62.
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If with Hugh of St Victor the pictorial representation of the
world (orbis terrarum, “the whole world” was acknowledged as
an independent form of cultural expression, for Paolino the
complementary and divergent roles of text and images were to
merge in order to create an effective description of the imago
mundi. These two conceptions came together during the close of
the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, defining the limits of
theoretical speculation regarding this range of knowledge and
representation.
Traditional interpretations of Medieval cosmography put
forward the idea of conflicting positions between alleged
‘metaphorical’ and ‘theological’ ecclesiastical geography (which
supposedly was not interested in representing the “real” world)
and the accurate, practical and experience-based knowledge of
merchants. 21 The latter found its illustrative cultural expressions
in marine charts and in portolans, that is in written texts
detailing extended lists of costal place names with intervening
distances and wind directions, bays, headlands, ports and
harbours, river mouths. 22 Following the pioneering work of
Gautier Dalché, it is now generally assumed that the origins of
the marine charts and portolans can no longer be researched
solely through the experiences of navigation and merchants, but
more so through the learned and scholarly framing of such
practices within the context of urban culture within which
practical and erudite items of knowledge flowed together in a
symbiotic manner, as eloquently shown by the Liber de
existencia rivierarum et forma maris nostri Meditteranei.
Discovered by Patrick Gautier Dalché in the 1990s, the Liber was
written in Pisa, most likely by one of the many clergymen who
acted as notaries and chaplains on the naval convoys and as
urban notaries between the end of the twelfth century and the
21

For a critical discussion see Gautier Dalché, “The Reception of Ptolemy’s
Geography, ” 287.
22
The oldest extant portolano, the Compasso da navigare, is held in Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Hamilton 396, manuscript on paper, 1296. See Bachisio Raimondo Motzo, “Il
Compasso da navigare, opera italiana della metà del secolo XIII,” Annali della Facoltà di
Lettere e Filosofia della Università di Cagliari 8 (1947): 1-137. For a new edition of the
Compasso: Alessandra Debanne, Lo Compasso de navegare. Edizione delDownloaded
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first decades of the thirteenth century. 23 This work contains
about 1,200 toponyms that detail the coastal toponymy of the
whole of the Mediterranean Sea basin, providing “a reasonably
comprehensive narrative of the sequence (usually with
intervening distances) of bays, headlands, ports and harbours,
river mouths, and occasional mountains - features which would
be directly relevant to a sailor. It also includes a range of opensea crossings. However—Tony Campbell argues— that was
certainly not the work’s sole purpose: information for a welleducated Christian pilgrim is also plentiful, hence the
prominence given to the Holy Land.” 24 At the same time, more
recent studies underline the complexity of the functions and of
the contents of the medieval mappae mundi, that encompassed
geographical encyclopaedism, education, the art of memory, well
beyond the universal history of Creation and Salvation. 25
The examination of marine charts preserved in the archives,
in libraries, but also in private foundations reveals that they were
not destined to be used wholly for navigation; in fact not only do
they not bear any trace of having been used at sea, but not even
of having been associated with determining the route of the
journey or the calculation of distances, on which there do not
appear indeed the points of the compass. Despite the testimony
of rare archival documents indicating the presence of mappae
mundi (and so surely of marine charts, in this case) accompanied
23

London, British Library, Cotton Domitianus A XIII, ff. 114r-129v, c. 1200. Patrick
Gautier Dalché, Carte marine et portulan au XIIe siècle. Le Liber de existencia rivierarum et
forma maris nostri Mediterranei (Pise, circa 1200) (Rome: École française de Rome, 1995),
also available on-line: https://cnrs-gif.academia.edu/PatrickGautierDalch%C3%A9). For a
detailed reassessment and comprehensive toponymic listing of portolani and marine charts
organized through Excel spreadsheets see Tony Campbell, “A detailed reassessment of the
Carte Pisane: A late and inferior copy, or the lone survivor from the portolan charts” formative period?” http://www.maphistory.info/CartePisaneDOCUMENTS.html (consulted 1st
December 2015).
24
Tony
Campbell,
“Liber
de
existencia
riveriarum”,
http://www.maphistory.info/CartePisaneDOCUMENTS.html#liber (consulted 1 December
2015).
25
David Woodward, “Medieval Mappaemundi,” in John Brian Harley and David
Woodward eds. The History of Cartography I, Cartography in Prehistoric, Ancient and Medieval Europe and the Mediterranean (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1987), 286-370
(recently
made
available
on-line
for
free
by
the
publisher
at
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/books/HOC/HOC_V1/Volume1.html).
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by a written portolan (compassus or compasso) on board the
galley, their presence on board ships appears to have been far
from a general custom. 26 The studies on the practice of both
Medieval and early modern Venetian navigation up to the end of
the sixteenth century through outstanding works such as
Michael of Rhodes’ maritime manuscript and Benedetto
Cotrugli’s treatise De navigatione (On Navigation), both written
in the Venetian vernacular in 1430-1460 and 1464-65 respectively,
have shown that the use of nautical chart was mostly made
recourse to in order to determine distances and calculate the
routes. Still, it was empirical knowledge and the ability to ‘read
the sea’ of the sea captains guiding navigation, for both military
and the commercial kind of galleys ploughing the Mediterranean
or touching the Atlantic coast. 27
The function of nautical cartography, from the time of the
crusades until the oceanic expeditions (as it were at least to
begin from the voyage of the Vivaldi brothers around 1290 and
from the conquest of the Canaries around 1341), was also that of
an effective holistic intellectual organization of space. 28
Therefore, beside being practical instruments for calculating
distances at sea, they were also perceived as complex cultural
syntheses for the use of the urban merchant classes, men of
letters, and princes. In short, for all those who had a particular
interest in geography in the hope of organizing and planning
navigation and commercial activity, warfare and conquest, as
26

Tony Campbell, “A Critical Re-examination of Portolan Charts with a Reassessment
of
Their
Replication
and
Seaboard
Function”
(2011-)
http://www.maphistory.info/portolan.html. See also the classical essay Campbell, Tony, “Portolan Charts from the Late Thirteenth Century to 1500,” in Harley and Woodward, Cartography in Prehistoric, 371-463. Charles de la Roncière, “Un inventaire de bord en 1294 et les
origins de la navigation hauturière,” Bibliothèque de l’Ecole des chartes 58 (1897): 394-409.
27
Pamela.O. Long, David McGee and Alan M. Stahl eds. The Book of Michael of
Rhodes. A Fifteenth Century Maritime Manuscript, 3 vols (Cambridge, Mass. 2009), the entire Book 3. Ugo Tucci, “Sur la pratique de la navigation vénitienne au XVIe siècle. Quelques
remarques,” Annales (1958): 72-89. Piero Falchetta, “Il trattato ‘De navigatione’ di Benedetto
Cotrugli (1464-65). Edizione commentata del ms. Schoenberg 473, con il testo del ms. 557 di
Yale,” Sudi veneziani 57(2009) : 1-67 (in part. “Della Cartha de Navegare. C. I,” 57-58 and
182-83). Available on-line at http://independent.academia.edu/PieroFalchetta.
28
Giorgio Padoan, “Navigatori italiani nell’oceano fra XIII e XV secolo,” in Optima
Hereditas. Sapienza giuridica romana e conoscenza dell’ecumene, vol. 15 di Antica Madre.
Collana di studi sull’Italia antica, ed. di Giovanni Pugliese Carratelli (Milan:
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well as for facilitating pilgrimage to holy sites. In the early
fifteenth century, nautical cartography was not perceived or
used in juxtaposition with the cartography of either the so-called
T-O maps or the circular mappae mundi that, following the
rediscovery of Ptolemy’s second-century Geography, were based
on astronomical calculations. Rather, nautical cartography was
associated with, and considered complementary to other kinds
of representational cartography.
From the second half of the thirteenth century, nautical
cartography of Mediterranean provenance and, from the
beginning of the fifteenth century, Ptolemaic cartography,
broadened in the light of either textual discoveries or of the
knowledge emerging from voyages beyond the world known to
the ancients, provided the graphic installation on which the
imago mundi was depicted by world cartographers. These
included the abovementioned Fra Mauro; the late fifteenthcentury Florentine Enrico Martello Germano, the early
sixteenth-century Bernardo Silvano da Eboli, who was active in
Venice and Padua, Sebastian Münster (Basel, 1488-1522), Gerard
Mercator (Louvain and Duisburg, 1512-1594), and Abraham
Ortelius (Antwerp, 1527-1598). sixteenth-century Portuguese and
Spanish cartographers were the only ones to have direct access
to the maps designed by sea captains during their voyages, and
to their official written reports. Such cartographers, notably
Pedro and Jorge Reinel, Lopo and Diogo Homen, and Diogo
Ribeiro, also availed themselves of ‘bookish knowledge’ for the
design of their universal maps. For those parts of the globe
regarding which they lacked direct knowledge, they even had
recourse to ancient maps such as Ptolemaic ones that they knew
to be fully conjectural. For instance, one of the best known
testimonies for the Portuguese expansion, the so-called Cantino
Planisphere, originating in Portugal, was secretly obtained by
Alberto Cantino, agent of Ercole I d’Este (1431-1505), Duke of
Ferrara, in October 1502. One of the earliest extant documents
displaying the new African coastal profile, the coasts of Brazil
and an extraordinary representation of India, it clearly
Downloaded from Brill.com01/09/2023 02:35:34PM
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reeproduces the conjectural “bookish” coastal shapes of
Ptolemy’s Chersonesus Aurea peninsula for Eastern Asia, as
conceived in second-century Alexandria. 29 [Fig. 2]

Figure 2. Cantino planisphere, manuscript on vellum, written in Portuguese, Lisbon, 1502.
Modena (Italy), Biblioteca Estense e Universitaria, C.G.A.2.

III. TEXTUAL DISCOVERIES AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISCOVERIES
From 1341, when King Alfonso IV of Portugal promoted an
expedition to the Canaries, for military and commercial purposes,
until 1550 when Giovanni Battista Ramusio published the first
two volumes of Navigazioni e viaggi, the shape, dimensions,
perceptions and representations of the inhabited world (imago
mundi) underwent a slow and profound change. 30 Two
interrelated processes were in general under way during these
decades, and they modified the imago mundi elaborated in the
High Middle Ages on the foundations of Roman geography.
29

Modena, Biblioteca Estense e Universitaria, C.G.A.2, [Carta del Cantino], ink and
colors on three sheets of parchment, 1502. Armando Cortesão and Avelino Teixeira da Mota,
Portugaliae Monumenta Cartographica (Lisbon: Comemorações do V Centenário da Morte
do Infante D. Henrique, 1960), I, 7-13; Ernesto Milano, La carta del Cantino e la
rappresentazione della terra nei codici e nei libri a stampa della Biblioteca Estense e
Universitaria (Modena: Il Bulino, 1991), 87-156. Alegria, Daveau, Garcia and Relaño,
“Portuguese Cartography,” 993-94 (with extend bibliography).
30
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Learned medieval geography—practiced above all in
monastic schools (scholae) and in the universities (studia)—was
based on two presuppositions. First, that the number of humans
inhabiting the known world was finite and remained unchanged
ever since Noah’s children and their descendants scattered
throughout the Earth after the Flood. Second, that the inhabited
part of the Classical world (oikumene) had been described once
and for all by the Roman geographers Pliny, Solinus, and Orosius.
These two principles had important implications in terms of
method, because it meant that outlining the names of peoples
and regions sufficed for updating the description of the
inhabited world. 31 These two presuppositions would be subject
to discussion following the convergence of two main historical
processes.
The first was the enrichment of the range of geographical
knowledge by discoveries that were largely textual ones from the
fourteenth century onwards. In 1330-1335, Francesco Petrarch
and Giovanni Boccaccio discovered De chorographia of the first
century geographer Pomponius Mela, and this was followed by
the discovery of other anciet treatises of Roman geography. 32
Petrarch’s awareness of the importance of Pliny’s Naturalis
historia (Natural History), the first six books of which are
devoted to cosmography and geography, combined with the
narratives of pilgrimages to the Holy Land and of travels to the
Near East and to Asia by Franciscan missionaries and merchants,
brought about an initial redefinition of the imago mundi of the
High Middle Ages.33 From the late fourteenth century onwards
31

Patrick Gautier Dalché “L’héritage antique de la cartographie médiévale: les
problèmes et les acquis,” in Richard Talbert and Richard W. Unger eds. Cartography in
Antiquity and the Middle Ages : Fresh Perspectives, New Methods (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 2966.
32
Pomponius Mela, De Chorographia. Libri Tres, ed. Piergiorio Parroni (Rome:
Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 1984); Milford A. Rouse, Richard H. Rouse, “The Medieval
circulation of the ‘De Chorographia’ of Pomponius Mela,” Medieval Studies 46 (1984): 268319.
33

Ugo Tucci, “Mercanti, viaggiatori, pellegrini nel Quattrocento,” in Storia della
cultura veneta (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 1981), III.2:317-53; Ugo Tucci, “I servizi marittimi
veneziani per il pellegrinaggio in Terrasanta nel medioevo,” Studi veneziani n.s. 9 (1985): 4355. The literature on the Franciscans mission in the Orient is vast; see at least Anastasius Van
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the chief exponents of Venetian and Florentine humanism as
well as that of the Roman Curia dedicated themselves to the
rediscovery of the geographic treatises written not only by
Roman authors, but also by the ancient Greeks.
The second process that facilitated the transformation of
the imago mundi was that of geographical discoveries. It was the
outcome of commercial journeys and of the conquest of areas
outside the Mediterranean Sea basin, firstly those of the
Portuguese and the Spaniards along the African coast, and then
the voyages towards the ‘spice islands’ in the Indian Ocean and
the ‘New Worlds’ in the Atlantic Ocean. The first were the
voyages to the Canaries (1341) and to the Azores (before 1424),
the voyages of the Portuguese sea captain Gil Eanes beyond Cape
Bojador (1434), the discovery of the islands of Cape Verde (14541461), and the navigations of Diogo Cão and Bartolomeu Dias to
the southern coast of Africa below the Equator that brought to
the circumnavigation of the continent around 1488. These were
followed by the first voyage from Lisbon to Calicut, on the
western coast of India by Vasco da Gama, Pedro Álvares Cabral’s
journey to the Terra de vera Cruz, present-day Brazil, Gaspar
Corte Real and Americo Vespucci’s travels in the name of
Portugal’s monarch, and those by Christopher Columbus and
Vespucci in the name of the Spanish crown, of John and
Sebastian Cabot for the English crown, and of Giovanni da
Verrazzano and Jacques Cartier for the French crown. 34
Between the Iberian shores and the eastern coasts of the
oikumene and so to speak ‘Cattigara’ (Aurea Chersonneso) placed
at 180 degrees of longitude from the Canary Islands (Fortunatae
Insulae), between 120 and 1350, following Mongol expansion to
the West, enormous continental and insular spaces were
configured increasing and modifying the form of the oikumene
as defined in Ptolemy’s Geography. From a strictly European
den Wyngaert ed. Sinica franciscana. Vol. I: Itinera et relationes fratrum minorum saeculi
XIII et XIV... (Florence, Apud Collegium S. Bonaventurae, 1929).
34
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cosmographic perspective, a new geography emerging from the
voyages of Medieval merchants and missionaries attached itself
to the imago mundi inherited from the geographers of antiquity
like Pliny, Strabo and Ptolemy. The vast regions ranging from
‘Cathay’ (northern China), ‘Mangi’(southern China) and
‘Ciampa’(Indochina) to ‘Cipangu’ were placed beyond the
eastern limits of the Roman ancient world around 1300.
Cartographers subsequently became the interpreters of
extremely heterogeneous texts and languages, not only the
narrative of classical geographers but also the more recent ones
of merchants and missionaries, often transmitted orally and
based on the accounts of ship captains and diplomats. The latter
were inserted into the graphic structure of nautical and
Ptolemaic cartography. The cartographers’ task became that of
giving graphic and geographic form to pieces of information that
only in exceptional cases included detailed reports on distances,
which were usually expressed in days of travel or miles. 35
Two mappae mundi designed around mid-fifteenth century
show in visual form the interaction between the two
abovementioned processes, representing a summa of both
geographic and textual discoveries that became available at that
time. The first is the extremely renowned one of Fra Mauro
designed around 1450 in the monastery of St. Michael of Murano
in the Venetian lagoon, which is now kept in the Marciana
Library of Venice. In 1457, the Portuguese court of Afonso V
commissioned a copy of this mappa mundi, which was sent to
Lisbon in April 1459 but is now lost. 36 Painted and narrated with
extremely bright colours, this mappa mundi was inscribed in a
35

Marica Milanesi, “Giovanni Battista Ramusio e i piloti portoghesi,” in Laura Cusati,
ed. Portogallo e i mari: un incontro tra culture (Naples: Guida, 1998), 231-48. FernándezArmesto, “Maps and Exploration,” 746-54.
36
Fra Mauro’s mappa mundi, manuscript on vellum, written in Venetian vernacular,
San Michele di Murano (Venice), c. 1450. Venice, Biblioteca nazionale marciana, inventory
number 106173. Tullia Gasparrini Leporace, Il Mappamondo di Fra Mauro camaldolese, con
la presentazione di Roberto Almagià (Rome: Poligrafico della Zecca dello Stato,1956), from
here onwards Mappamondo; Piero Falchetta, Fra Mauro’s World Map (Turnhout: Brepols
2006); Angelo Cattaneo, Fra Mauro’s Mappa mundi and Fifteenth-Century Venice (Turnhout:
Brepols Publishers, 2011).
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rectangular frame 223 cm long, within which a circular frame of
196 cm in diameter was placed [Fig. 3]. 37

Figure 3. Fra Mauro’s mappa mundi, manuscript on vellum, written in Venetian vernacular,
San Michele di Murano (Venice), c. 1450. Venice, Biblioteca nazionale marciana, inventory
number 106173.

The second map, kept at the National Library of Florence,
seemingly Italian in origin but anonymous, was designed in 1457.
It is elliptical in form (measuring 39.5 x 82 cm) and has a
narrative developed in circa two hundred cartouches, with an
colorful iconographic apparatus. 38 [Fig. 4]
37

23.

38

For an extensive analysis of Fra Mauro’s map, see the last part of this essay, at p.

Florence, Biblioteca nazionale centrale, Port. 1, [Hec est vera cosmographorum
cum marino accordata de(scri)cio], ink and colors on vellum, 1457. Theodor Fischer,
Sammlung mittelalterlicher Welt und Seekarten italienischen Ursprungs und aus italienischen Bibliotheken und Archiven, (Venice 1886), 155-206; Edward L. Stevenson, Genoese
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Figure 4. Mappa mundi of 1457, manuscript on vellum, written in Latin. Italy (?). Florence,
Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze, Port. 1

These two world maps outline the contemporary imago
mundi at the onset of the Portuguese and Spanish sea voyages,
and thereby explain the cosmographic scenario. If there Africa
with its contours is recognizable, even if only conjecturally in its
southern part, this allowed for the possibility of
circumnavigating it. These two works were among the first
attempts to update the world view of Ptolemy’s Geography
through the massive use of the travellers’ accounts of Marco Polo,
the Franciscan missionaries, and Nicolò di Conti (that is, the
Liber IV of the De varietate fortunae written by Poggio
Bracciolini) for Asia, the Indian Ocean and its islands, that are
placed in a Ptolemaic coastal profile nonetheless designated in
the graphic form of marine cartography. Close to the knowledge
derived from the auctoritates, the two cartographers also
became vehicles of shared concepts for a heterogeneous and
large public that consisted of merchants, notaries, medical
practitioners, and men of letters whose names are unknown to
us today.
Cattaneo, Mappa Mundi 1457 (Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze, Port. 1). Analisi,
trascrizione e commentario (Rome: Istituto dell’Enciclopedia Italiana, 2008).
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The design of the two mappae mundi becomes explicable by
taking into consideration three distinct historical processes.
These were the development of long-distance networks of
knowledge; the foundation of a world capitalist economy within
a context that Fernand Braudel, Vitorino Magalhães Godinho
and Emmanuel Wallerstein have defined as a ‘world economy’;
and, finally, the expansion and mental opening towards lands
and seas previously considered inaccessible to humans. 39

IV. THE BROADENING OF THE IMAGO MUNDI
Over the course of the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, the slow European cultural process of redefining and
expanding the ecumenical space took place in Portugal, Spain,
the papal court, and several Italian cities, particularly Venice and
Florence. In the late fifteenth century, German and French cities
began to take part. These included Nuremberg, where in 1492
Martin Behaim (1459-1507), after spending many years in
Portuguese cities and in the Azores, created with Georg
Glockenthon (d. c. 1514) the famous Erdapfel (Earth apple), the
oldest surviving globe. Nuremberg was also the place where
Johannes Schöner (1477-1547) made a his globes a few years
later. 40 Another important site was Saint-Dié des Vosges, where
humanists and cosmographers Martin Waldseemüller (c. 14701521) and Matthias Ringmann (1482-1511) designed and printed
the famous planisphere entitled Universalis cosmographia
secundum Ptholomaei traditionem et Americi Vespucii
alioru[m]que lustrationes (The Universal Cosmography according
to the Tradition of Ptolemy and the Discoveries of Amerigo
Vespucci and Others). This work was accompanied by the
Cosmographiae introductio, a book divided into two parts, a
basic introduction to astronomy and geometrical geography, and
39
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a Latin translation of four letters attributed to Vespucci,
including the one about the “new world” (“mundus novus”) that
Waldseemüller named “America” in honor of Vespucci. 41 [Fig. 5]

Figure 5. Martin Waldseemüller, Matthias Ringmann, Universalis cosmographia secundum
Ptholomaei traditionem et Americi Vespucii alioru[m]que lustrationes, 1507. Woodcuts on
twelve sheets of paper, written in Latin, Saint-Dié des Vosges, 1507. Washington, D.C.,
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, G3200 1507 .W3.

41

Washington, D.C., Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, G3200
1507 .W3, 1 map on 12 sheets; 128 x 233 cm, each sheet c. 46 x 63 cm, printed from woodcuts combined with metal types. The twelve sheets were discovered in 1891 by father Joseph
Fischer S.J. (1858-1944) bound into a single cover in the library of Wolfegg Castle in BadenWürttemberg, Germany. The map was bought by the Library of Congress in 2001. A high
resolution image is made available for download by the Library of Congress at
http://www.loc.gov/item/2003626426/. The full title of the Cosmographieae introductio eloquently reads as follows: Cosmographiae introductio cum quibusdam geometriae ac astronomiae principiis ad eam rem necessariis. Insuper quatuor Americi Vespucii navigationes.
Universalis Cosmographiae descriptio tam in solido quam plano, eis etiam insertis, quae
Ptholomaeo ignota a nuperis reperta sunt (Introduction to cosmography with certain necessary principles of geometry and astronomy to which are added the Four Voyages of Amerigo
Vespucci, a representation of the entire world, both in the solid and projected on the plane,
including also lands which were unknown to Ptolemy and have been recently discovered).
See Joseph Fischer, Die älteste Karte mit dem Namen America A.D. 1507 und die Carta Marina aus dem Jahre 1516 des M. Waldseemüller (Innsbruck and London: 1903; re-printed
Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1968); John W. Hessler, The Naming of America:
Martin Waldseemüller’s 1507 World Map and the Cosmographiae introductio (London:
GILES, in association with the Library of Congress, distributed by Antique Collectors' Club
Limited, 2008). See also Christine R. Johnson, “Renaissance German Cosmographers and the
Naming of America,” Past and Present 191 (2006): 3-43. A fully navigable on-line LatinEnglish-Italian edition will be released by the Museo Galileo (Florence) and the Library of
Congress in April 2016. See www.museogalileo.it/.
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This flow of knowledge went beyond the boundaries of
Western Christianity by encompassing the entire Mediterranean
basin, including the Ottoman empire. The most obvious
documentary indication for this is only surviving fragment of a
universal map drawn in Gallipoli by the Turkish admiral Piri
Re’is (1470-1554), dated “Islamic year 919” (1513). Depicting Brazil,
the Caribbean, Africa, and the western Mediterranean, it is
currently held at the Topkapı Sarayı Museum in Istanbul [Fig. 6].42
It is worth reporting Piri Re’is’ introductory statement, in which
he explaines how he drew the map:
In this century there is no map like this map in anyone’s possession.
The hand of this poor man has drawn it and now it is constructed.
From about twenty charts and Mappae Mundi – these are charts
drawn in the days of Alexander, Lord of the Two Horns, which show
the inhabited quarter of the world; the Arabs name these charts
Jaferiye – from eight Jaferiyes of that kind and one Arabic map of
Hind, and from the maps just drawn by four Portuguese which show
the countries of Hind, Sind and China geometrically drawn, and
also from a map drawn by Columbus in the western region I have
extracted it. By reducing all these maps to one scale this final form
was reached. So that the present map is as correct and reliable for
the Seven Seas as the map of these our countries is considered
correct and reliable by seamen. 43

42

Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi Kūtüphanesi, R. 1633 muk, manuscript on vellum
written in Arabic and Turkish, 90 x 65 cm, 1513. A cartouche in the upper left corner reports:
“This map was drawn by Piri Ibn Haji Mehemed, known as the nephew of Kemal reis, in
Galipoli, in the monthof muharrem of the year 919.” For the original legend in Arab and
Turkish, see Ayşe Afetinan, Pirî Reis’in hayat ve eserleri: Amerika’nn en eski haritalar (The
Oldest Map of America), Ankara 1954, 28-34. English translation cited from Ayşe Afetinan,
Life and Works of Piri Reis: The Oldest Map of America, 2nd ed. (Ankara: Turkish Historical
Society, 1987), 29-35 (here: Legend IV, p. 30). For an extensive discussion of the map see
Gregory C. McIntosh, The Piri Re’is Map of 1513 (Athens, GA, and London: University of
Georgia Press, 2000).
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Figure 6. Fragment of Piri Re’is planisphere, manuscript on vellum, written in Arabic and
Turkish, Gallipoli, Islamic year 919 (1513 CE). Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi Kūtüphanesi,
R. 1633 muk.

Half of the twenty-five textual units in the fragment of Piri
Re’is’ map make extensive and precise references to the
contemporary advances of Iberian expansion, chiefly to
Portuguese navigations. With extraordinary depictions of the
African and Brazilian coasts, including the Amazon River, the
map reveals a profound and first-hand knowledge of
cosmographic information originating from the Portuguese
voyages. 44 The documentary indication of interconnected
44
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Christian, Muslim and Jewish agents points to the need to move
beyond the boundaries of national history. The Mediterranean
Sea and the Indian Ocean with their long traditions of trade
were the primary agents in the making of early modern
cosmography.
From a European perspective, the circulation of
cosmographic knowledge between Portugal and the main Italian
cultural and commercial centres, namely Venice and Florence, is
of particular importance. This exchange may be explicated
within two main contexts, that of the commercial relations
between Italian and Iberian cities, and that of the politics set in
motion by the Portuguese crown in relations with to the Papal
States, Venice, Florence, and Milan (among several other Italian
cities) in order to so harness diplomatic support for the conquest
as well as religious jurisdiction (padroado), initially of lands in
Africa and the south-west Atlantic, and then in Asia and the
‘new worlds.’ 45
In the fifteenth century, and especially during its second
half, such exchanges among Portuguese and Italian merchants,
clerics and political éliites became ever more frequent.
Numerous Portuguese, as well as Italian and Spanish ships,
traversed the Mediterranean. 46 Exemplary paradigms of the
circulation of men and pieces of knowledge in this period are the
bottomed boat] saw these lands and wrote about them which, the said barge without going to
Hind, returned to Portugal, where, upon arrival it gave information. They described these
shores in detail. They have discovered them.” VII. “It is related by the Portuguese infidel that
in this spot night and day are at their shortest of two hours, at their longest of twenty two
hours. But the day is very warm and in the night there is much dew”; IX. “And in this country
it seems that there are white-haired monsters in this shape, and also six-horned oxen. The
Portuguese infidels have written it in their maps....”; X. “This country is a waste. Everything
is in ruin and it is said that large snakes are found here. For this reason the Portuguese infidels did not land on these shores and these are also said to be very hot.” XI. And these four
ships are Portuguese ships. Their shape is written down. They traveled from the western land
to the point of Abyssinia [Habesh] in order to reach India. They sailed towards Shuluk. The
distance across this gulf is 4200 miles”; Afetinan, Life and Works of Piri Reis, 32-33.
45
Kate J.P. Lowe ed. Cultural links between Portugal and Italy in the Renaissance
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). Luisa D’Arienzo, La presenza degli italiani in
Portogallo al tempo di Colombo (Rome: Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, Libreria
dello Stato, 2003), 7-59; Luís Filipe Thomaz, Le Portugal et l’Afrique au XVe siècle: les
débuts de l’expansion (Lisbon: Inst. de Investigação Científica Tropical, Sep. Arquivos do
Centro Cultural Português da Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian - Volume XXVI. Série Separatas 221, 1989).
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biographies of the Venetian Alvise Ca’ da Mosto (1432-1488), also
known as Cadamosto, and of the Genoese Antonio da Noli. Both
merchants were en route to Flanders and England during a
sojourn in Portugal and, attracted by the prospect of gain placed
themselves in the service of the Portuguese prince Henry “the
Navigator” (1394-1460). They led at least two voyages to the
region of south-west Africa. Between 1455 and 1456, they reached
the islands of the Cape Verde archipelago, exploring the River
Gambia and Senegal along the African coast. Antonio da Noli
remained in Portugal. As for Cadamosto, upon his return to
Chioggia in 1463 he composed an account of his journeys, titled
Delle navigazioni de Alvise da Ca’ da Mosto, gentiluomo
veneziano (The Voyages of Alvise da Ca’ da Mosto, a Venetian
Gentleman). 47 Its pages represent the first European description
of the direct experience of navigation and commerce beyond
than the confines of the inhabited world as known to the
ancients, along the African coast,.
The mercantile companies based in Italian cultural centres
were a major source of attraction for Portuguese noble prelates
and humbler clerics, noblemen, as well as students. During their
stay in Italy, all these men earned money and were financially
supported through the agencies that handled the business of the
exchange in Portugal. 48 This also provided the framework for a
network of long-distance exchanges of knowledge, in which
cosmography and cartography constituted central interests, not
simply on account of scientific curiosity but also due to the
concrete geopolitical necessity of dividing their domination of
the seas and lands, and the organization of commerce. The
ongoing diplomatic rivalries between Spain and Portugal over
delineating their respective spheres of influence, through papal
arbitration, were based on a prejudiced use of cartography,
including falsifications and manipulations of world cartography
47
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for political ends.49 This found an expression in the Treatise of
Alcaçovas of 1479, in which Portugal granted the Canary Islands
to Spain in return for the exclusive right of navigation along the
southern coasts of Africa, and above all in the well known Treaty
of Tordesillas of 1494, which established a meridian line of
demarcation between the two hemispheres of Portuguese and
Spanish expansion. It should be noted, however, that the
purpose of the treaty was not exclusively the division of the ‘New
Worlds,’ but rather the appropriation of the ‘Spice Islands,’ the
Moluccas, as became clear with the subsequent Treaty of
Zaragoza which was signed by the two Iberian kingdoms in
1528. 50
From the beginning of the mid-fourteenth century, the
Portuguese court and its prelates were both commissioning
mappae mundi and codices of Ptolemy’s Geography in Venice
and in Florence. At the same time, cartographers such as Enrico
Martello Germano, “merchant-writers” like Piero Vaglienti, 51
Venetian humanists and scholars such as Alessandro Zorzi and
Giovanni Battista Ramusio were documenting key moments of
the Portuguese expansion. Confronted by the paucity of
Portuguese documentation, especially for the period between
1450 to 1515, archival and cartographic sources as well as
accounts of voyages in manuscripts and in print held in Italian
archives and libraries have proven invaluable for the
understanding of this critical phase of European expansion. The
documentation regarding Bartolomeu Dias (d. 1500), one of the
great protagonists of Portuguese navigation, who was the first to
reach the southern edge of Africa, is emblematic in this respect.
49
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Notwithstanding the complete silence of Portuguese source on
the voyage of Dias right up to the Cape of Good Hope between
1487 and 1488, and about his life until then, 52 important
documents held in Florentine archives shed light on this central
figure of the Age of Discoveries (descobrimentos), allowing us to
reconstruct his maritime experience in the Mediterranean, and
his piratical activity in the service of the Portuguese King João II.
Dias supervised the preparation of Vasco da Gama’s fleet and
navigated on various occasions on board of Portuguese carracks
heading to Porto Pisano. He was also engaged in trade with the
Florentine companies of the Cambini and the Marchionni. 53 The
journeys to the Mediterranean ports and the trading enterprises
that Dias organized with the branches of Florentine companies
based in Lisbon provided an occasion for an important exchange
of geographic knowledge.
Guidi Bruscoli’s recent monograph clearly shows the crucial
and unique role of foreign merchants who were active in Lisbon
– chiefly, of Florentine bankers and financers – in importing and
re-exporting capital and commodites, including spices and slaves,
all over Europe. Merchant-bankers such as Bartolomeo
Marchionni (active in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries)
were able to attract and transport wealth from many European
cities and direct them to Lisbon and in the expanding routes of
Portuguese navigations wherever investments looked profitable,
thereby linking different continents and various European
regions. Marchionni was then managed to use the same
networks to resell the spices, the slaves, and all the other sorts of
merchandises that he acquired thorough the voyages and the
first attempts of colonization in Africa, Brazil and India. Funding
came from both mercantile élites and people of humbler
background in joint-ventures that combined both Florentine and
local Portuguese capital. Thanks to his ties with Florentine
merchant-bankers, Marchionni succeeded in amassing
52
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investments small and large, and through them he managed not
only to share the expenses for the equipment of the Portuguese
ships of the Carreira da Índia, but even to make loans to the
Portuguese Crown. This explains how and why gold, ivory and
slaves from Africa, sugar from Madeira, tapestries from Flanders,
and many other kinds of goods, gradually became part of a single
market spanning over four continents. A planispheres designed
in Florence by Enrico Martello Germano around 1490, and
another one drawn by Francesco Rosselli in the same city in 1508
allow us to grasp with clarity the way in which trade connections
between Portugal, Spain and Florence implied relevant
knowledge transfer and transformation, especially in the form of
cosography and cartography.
Germano, a cartographer also known as Arrigo di Federico
Martello,a servant of the Martelli, one of the most prominent
Florentine families, was active in Florence from around 1459 until
1496. 54 In one of his works on universal geography, the
Insularium Illustratum (c. 1490), Germano designed a scaled
planisphere of the entire world that was known at that time,
which changed and expanded the inhabited planispheres of
Ptolemy’s Geography, updating them in light of the Portuguese
discoveries along the western coast of Africa as far as the Cape of
Good Hope. 55 [Fig. 7]
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Figure 7. Enrico Martello Germano, Ptolemaic planisphere exapaned to include Portuguese
navigations of 1485-1489 circumnavigating Africa. Manuscript on vellum, written in Latin and
Florentine vernacular, in Insularium Illustratum, Florence, c. 1492. Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Pluteo 29 25, ff. 66v-67r.

Martello’s planisphere is the oldest cartographic depiction
obtained from the expeditions of Diogo Cão along the African
coast as far as Congo (1482-83 and 1485-86), and of Dias as far as
the Cape of Torments, which following Dias’s return to Lisbon
was named the Cape of Good Hope (1487-1488). It was recorded
on the planisphere of the Insularium as cavo de esperanza [cape
of hope] on the most meridional point of Africa, almost falling
off the scaled frame. A printed copy of this planisphere, a
splendid copper engraving by the miniaturist and engraver,
Francesco Rosselli “the Florentine,” attests to the rapid
dissemination of Portuguese discoveries with a much wider
public than that interested in the circulation of manuscripts. 56 It
is not implausible to maintain, as Roberto Almagià has done in
his pathbreaking work, that ‘a world map of the kind Martello
[made for the Insularium] . . . represents the map responding
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most faithfully to the cosmographical concepts of Christopher
Columbus’. 57
Martello must have consulted Portuguese maps of the
African western coast that included both Cão’s and Dias’
navigations, and which are no longer extant. Furthermore,
Martello replaced the names of places in the eastern part of the
known world of Ptolemy’s Geography with those originating
from Marco Polo’s Livre des merveilles, Odorico da Pordenone’s
Itinerarium, and Niccolo de Conti’s travelogue to Southern Asia,
as recounted by the humanist Poggio Bracciolini in the Liber IV
of his De varietate fortunae (On the Vicissitudes of Fortune). Both
Fra Mauro and the anonymous cartographer of the ‘World Map
of 1457’ had done the same, while keeping the Ptolemaic
cartographical form. 58 The depiction of the African coast based
on the most recent Portuguese voyages and the ‘Asiatic’ place
names derived from thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth-century
sources inserted within a Ptolemaic vision of the world is an
illuminating testimony of Martello’s work of updating the
Ptolemaic geography developed by Martello. It also attests to the
broad circulation, and to the great interest in cosmographic
study that spread from the Portuguese expeditions to the most
important Italian cities.
The miniaturist and publisher Francesco Roselli (c. 14451513/1527), hailed by Marino Sanudo as one of the most
important cosmographers of the sixteenth century, was one of
the leading figures in the world of engraving, publishing and
marketing the maps in Renaissance Florence and Venice. Along
with Martello, Rosselli is one of the pivotal figures for
understanding the history of the circulation of cosmographical
knowledge, linked to European expansion between Portugal and
57
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Spain with the main Italian cities prior to Columbus’s first
voyage.
Rosselli’s small planisphere, incised in burin on a copper
matrix (18 x 33.5 cm), printed and signed in 1508 (‘F. Rosello
Fiorentino fecit’) is the first map of the world to display and set
in order the whole surface of the globe framed inside a
cartographical grid that encompasses all 360 degrees of
longitude and all 180 degrees of latitude. 59 Moreover, Rosselli
was the first to employ the oval form of the cartographical grid
(assimilated to a kind of oval projection) later used by some of
the greatest sixteenth-century cartographers including
Giambattista, Agnese, Benedetto, Bordone, Münster, Gastaldi,
and Ortelius. This map presents very relevant cosmographical
contents: updated during Columbus’s fourth voyage (1502), and
following the cosmographical indications of the navigator, it
locates Columbian place names on the Asiatic coastline and, at
the same time, following the cosmographical suppositions of
Americo Vespucci, presents the Mundus Novus as a new
continent, beyond the classical oikumene.
For the first time, a southern continent--not to be confused
with the ‘Antarticus’ which instead refers to the Antarctic Circle,
and not the continent--appears to the south of Africa. Rosselli
mentioned the 1497 voyages of John Cabot, who identified in
cosmographical terms the western spurs of the ancient world. In
an incised planisphere, which was also probably designed by
Rosselli, Asia is elongated to excess until reaching the extension
of 330 degrees, almost the entire terrestrial surface and double
the classical Ptolemaic inhabited world. In an extraordinary
synthesis, Rosselli reunited all the new pieces of knowledge and
the classical and modern cosmographical hypotheses. [Fig. 8]
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Figure 8. Francesco Rosselli, planisphere encompassing the whole surface of the globe,
engraved on copper and printed on paper, Florence,1508. Florence, Biblioteca nazionale
centrale di Firenze, Landau Finaly, Carte Rosselli, Planisfero.

V. COSMOGRAPHY AS A PROJECT TO BUILD THE WORLD
The final part of this essay focuses on a specific use of
cosmography in fifteenth-century European culture. Rather than
representing the world as such, cosmography became a
privileged form of conceiving and representing projects on the
world. In this respect, I will consider a cosmographic project that
took shape between Venice and Lisbon to reformulate the very
concepts of sea and maritime networks on the basis of sources
accumulated in the Mediterranean Sea basin as well as in Asia
and in the Indian Ocean over the course of several centuries.
This unprecedented visionary project was aimed at changing the
world connectivity through the linking of several maritime and
fluvial networks in the Indian Ocean, Central Asia, the Mediterranean Sea basin, and even involving the circumnavigation of Africa. The man responsible for carrying it out was an obscure lay
brother of the Camaldolese Order, called Fra Mauro who, as noted earlier, around 1450 designed a monumental mappa mundi
that mobilized and aggregated knowledge of maritime flows and
networks beyond the Venetian commercial space.
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Fra Mauro’s map, by means of both word and image, unpacks three principal social and cultural processes that deal with
and reformulate the concepts of sea and maritime networks in
the fifteenth-century. These are the foundation of a world economy through a direct connection, at that time fully conjectural,
between the Mediterranean Sea basin and the Indian Ocean basin; the development of long-distance information and commercial networks; and, finally, an expansion—both physically and
epistemologically—into seas that were not previously believed to
be accessible to men.
These are processes in which Venice and Lisbon played a
decisive role, which had European-wide implications in the fifteenth century. Through a process of cosmographic imagination
and by combining European, Arab, and Asian sources, Fra Mauro
reformulated the very notion of “sea,” transforming it from a major metaphysical and physical border for human action into the
main arena for human activities. The world, according to Mauro,
could be transformed into one single unity by linking the three
main commercial circuits of the Indian Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea basin through both an imaginative circumnavigation of
Africa and fluvial and terrestrial routes that reached Europe from
the Indian Ocean, via the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, Baghdad
and Armenia.
In contrast with the monumental thirteenth-century
century mappaemundi of Ebstorf (c. 1246) and Hereford (c. 1300)
and the cosmographic representations of Andrea Bianco (1436),
Giovanni Leardo (1442, 1448, 1452), Johan Walsperger (1448) and
the numerous Latin and Greek manuscript copies of Ptolemy’s
Geography, Fra Mauro’s mappa mundi presents a complex
cosmographic analysis of the ocean and the seas, including a
detailed description of their navigability and the main maritime
and commercial routes linking Asia and the Indian Ocean to the
Mediterranean.
What follows is an analysis of the ways in which
conceptions of natural philosophy combined with mercantile
considerations and seafarers’ knowledge to give shape to one of
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the most articulated reflections in Western culture on the size,
shape and “habitability” of the Ocean in the mid fifteenthcentury. This part of Fra Mauro’s cosmographic culture is
developed in several legends and images that have a
fundamental documentary value. The mappa mundi provides a
spatial and visual dimension to contemporary written accounts
of navigation and commerce in the Indian Ocean as narrated in
merchants’ books (pratiche della mercatura) and letters, as well
as in the travel accounts of merchants, diplomats, and
missionaries. The rich discursive tradition of these latter writers
constituted the cornerstone of representations of both maritime
and terrestrial travels from Europe to the Orient and the other
way around from the early thirteenth century onwards. 60
Fra Mauro’s articulated textual and visual narratives
discussed the natural properties of the seas, analyzed the
posibilities and the limits of navigation, the principal routes and
trading cities and ports frequented by European, Arab and Asian
merchants (from Zaiton, in the eartern Sea of China, to Hormuz,
Alexandria and Bagdad, towards the western part of the
oikumene). They also described the merchandises and business
customs prevalent in each one of these regions. Thus, they
provide one of the earliest thematic cosmographic
representations of navigation and the spice trade on a global
scale, as it was perceived in Venice and popularized in Portugal
in the mid-fifteenth century. It is noteworthy that Mauro’s map
openly asserted the concrete possibility of completing the
circumnavigation of Africa, joining the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans in a single immense sea route, that calls to mind the socalled caminho da India, whicht would actually be traveled by
Portuguese ships guided by Vasco da Gama between 1497 and
1499.
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VI. THE COSMOGRAPHY OF THE SEA
Fra Mauro’s map presents a very particular discursive modality,
according to which fragments that belong to different cultural
frameworks are re-elaborated within a synthesis in which the
cosmography of the seas assumes a value and a function that
goes beyond natural philosophy and trade to include a long-term
vision that could be defined as geopolitical. At least three
distinct processes that contribute to explaining Fra Mauro’s
mediation of diverse areas of knowledge can be recognized in
the mappa mundi: the foundation of a world capitalist economy;
the creation of a network of relations over great distances; and,
finally, the development of geographic exploration and a mental
opening of spaces and seas that had previously been considered
inaccessible to humankind. 61 Venice played a pivotal role in
these three processes. Its market galley voyages (mude) reached
their peak in the first half of the fifteenth century, when they
included vast geographical areas, beyond the Mediterranean
basin. 62 Venice was a key node in a world commercial and
communication networks, not only for merchandise, but also for
knowledge and information that arrived from the East (Romania,
Russia, Central and Eastern Asia), Northern Europe and the
West, and was combined and then transmitted throughout
Europe and the Orient. 63 The Venetian postal network is
61
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exemplary in this respect. It connected the Serenissima republic
with the cities of Rome, Milan, Lyon and with Northern Europe
on a regular basis, while the Venetian post of Constantinople
played a fundamental role in the communication of all of Europe
with the East. 64
VII. SAILING TO AND FROM THE INDIAN OCEAN
Fra Mauro’s mappa mundi describes vast maritime spaces. The
seas that it represents are part of the oikumene, in the sense that
they are navigable and their thousands of islands are either
inhabited or inhabitable. The only limit for navigation would be
“gripping waters” (aque tegnenti) and the obscurity that marks
the physical and metaphysical border of the oikumene,
highlighted in the mappa mundi by a red circle, close to the
circular wooden frame. [Fig. 9] The principal cosmographic
characterization of the oceans that is fundamental in the mappa
mundi is the notable “opening” of the Sea of India, through the
circumnavigation of Africa, so that it communicates with the
western sea, the Sea of Darkness:
Some authors write that the Sea of India is enclosed like a pond and
does not communicate with the ocean. However, Solinus claims
that it is itself part of the ocean and that it is navigable in the
southern and south-western parts. And I myself say that some ships
have sailed it along that route. This is confirmed by Pliny when he
says that in his day two ships loaded with spices coming from the
Sea of Arabia sailed around these regions to Spain and unloaded
their cargo at Gibraltar (he gives the reason for this choice of route,
but I omit it here). Fazio [Degli Uberti] says the same; and those
who have taken this route, men of great prudence, agree with these
writers.65
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Figure 9. Fra Mauro’s mappa mundi: detail showing the red circle that marks the physical and
metaphysical border of navigable waters, close to the circular wooden frame. Manuscript on
vellum, written in Venetian vernacular, Venice, c. 1450. Venice, Biblioteca nazionale marciana, inventory number 106173.

In the above cartouche Fra Mauro writes against Ptolemy,
who imagined the Indian Ocean to be closed on each side by
stretches of earth, with Africa and Asia uniting in the South. 66
The Camaldolese friar first confutes Ptolemy by contrasting his
vision with that presented in Pliny’s Natural History, in Gaius
Julius Solinus’ Collectanea rerum memorabilium (also known as
Polyhistor), and in Pomponius Mela’s De chorographia. 67 He
then refers to Book I,9 of the Dittamondo of Fazio degli Uberti
(1305—post 1367). The Dittamondo (Dieta mundi, that is,
66
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“Mesure or Description of the World”), written in Florence by
Farinata dgli Uberti’s great nephew, is a geographical
encyclopedia in Tuscan rhyming (ottava rima or rima toscana).
In this work Fazio degli Uberti describes the world under the
guidance of the Roman geographer Caius Iiulius Solinus,
following the model of the Divine Comedy in which Dante
Alighieri (1265-1321) was guided by Virgil in his tour of Hell,
Purgatory and Paradise. In Fazio’s poetry, a “long and thin”
Africa (lunga e stretta) takes shape encircled by the same ocean
that laps Indian coasts, “from East to West,” the poet argues. 68 It
is the image of Africa that Fra Mauro depicts in the mappa
mundi. Therefore, if the Indian Ocean is not a “huge pond” (gran
stagnon) as Ptolemy thought, and the Sea of Darkness is
navigable, then Africa potentially becomes circumnavigable.
Within this cosmographic view, Fra Mauro sets out to
demonstrate the concrete possibility of navigating the Indian
Ocean and circumnavigating Africa all the way to Gibraltar and
the Mediterranean basin. Two cartouches are extremely vivid in
this regard. The first narrates the fortuitous navigation of a ship
or “junk from India” (naue ouer çoncho de india) thrust by a
storm along the Sea of Darkness for approximately 2.000 miles in
forty days on the outward voyage and seventy on the ay back in
the marine area that would be identified today as the Southern
Atlantic:
Around 1420 a ship, or junk, from India crossed the Sea of India
towards the Island of Men and the Island of Women, off Cape Diab,
between the Green Islands and the shadows. It sailed for 40 days in
a south-westerly direction without ever finding anything other than
wind and water. According to these people themselves, the ship
went some 2,000 miles ahead until – once favourable conditions
came to an end – it turned round and sailed back to Cape Diab in 70
days [. . .]. 69
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This cartouche could evoke the navigations of the Chinese
junks of Muslim admiral Zheng He during the first quarter of the
fifteenth century, as already noted by Alexander von Humbolt70
and, subsequently, Fernand Braudel. 71 Between 1405 and 1433 the
Ming dynasty supported a series of seven maritime expeditions
to the Indian Ocean, which aimed at expanding the sphere of
Chinese influence and ensuring its hegemony through tangible
manifestations of Chinese power and wealth. The Chinese
maritime expeditions led by the eunuch admiral Zheng He (13711433), whose father was a Muslim who had made a pilgrimage to
Mecca, established the hegemony of Chinese maritime power
within an area that extended from Japan to the east coast of
Africa, each time employing an armada of approximately sixtythree ships and more than twenty thousand men.
Every one of these expeditions lasted for two years,
reaching Java, Malacca, Ceylon and Calicut; the later voyages
arrived as far as at Ormuz and African city-states such as
Melinde. On the whole, the expeditions not only contributed to
the establishment of Chinese hegemony—relying in general on
ceremony and, when needed, on punitive force—but also
effectively stimulated commerce. Another result of these voyages
was the collection of information about other territories. Ma
Huan, who participated in some of these voyages, published an
account of the expeditions in 1451 entitled Ying-yai sheng-lan.
Around 1434-1436, this work circulated in the form of manuscript
copies while at the same time contributing to spread the
complementary or identical travel writings by Gong Zhen Chen
and Fei Xin . After the death of Fei Xin in 1460, the book seems
to have had little impact. It was rediscovered in the imperial
library only in 1773. Two dedicatory inscriptions by Zheng He
reveal the extent to which the voyages to the distant “barbarian”
70
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lands were made under the protection of the gods, as well as the
importance attached to gifts and embassies. 72 Fra Mauro’s
cartouche may be the first European echo of these Chinese
expeditions to the Indian Ocean.
The description of Asia and Africa in the mappa mundi has
its fulcrum in the idea that the Indian Ocean could be reached
from the Mediterranean Sea through the circumnavigation of
Africa. The reflection of Fra Mauro, thus, sets upon determining
the length of the African circumnavigation. In one of the most
interesting cartouches in the mappa mundi, Fra Mauro links an
account of Portuguese navigations off the African coasts with a
story that the he claims to have heard in person from “Indian
navigations” near the Eastern coast of Africa. In doing so, Fra
Mauro implicitly defines the dimensions of a single immense
route that could unite the Mediterranean and the western coasts
of Europe to the Indian Ocean.
Many opinions and many texts claim that in the southern
regions the water does not surround this whole inhabited and
temperate area. But I have heard many opinions to the contrary,
above all from those who were sent by his Majesty, King of
Portugal, in caravels so that they might explore and see with
their own eyes. These men say that they sailed around the coast
from the south-west some 2,000 miles beyond the Strait of
Gibraltar. And following that route, they then decided to sail
south-southeast until they reach the meridian of Tunis, almost
as far as that of Alexandria; and at each place they found good
shores, with deep water and good navigation conditions without
any hindrances. These men have drawn new marine charts and
have given names to rivers, gulfs, capes and ports, of which I
have had a copy. So, if one wants to disagree with these men,
who have seen with their own eyes, then there is all the more
reason to dissent from and not believe those who have left
writings on things they did not see with their own eyes but only
believed to be the case. What is more, I have spoken with a
72
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person worthy of trust, who says that he sailed in an Indian ship
caught in the fury of a tempest for 40 days out in the Sea of India,
beyond the Cape of Soffala and the Green Islands towards westsouthwest; and according to the astrologers who act as their
guides, they had advanced almost 2,000 miles. Thus one can
believe and confirm what is said by both these and those, and
that they had therefore sailed 4,000 miles [. . .]. 73
The reasoning of Fra Mauro is clear. Adding together the
distances covered by Portuguese ships—that is, 2,000 miles
along the African coasts, from north to south-southeast, passing
the meridian of Tunis to almost that of Alexandria—with that
travelled by an anonymous Ventian on a “ship of India” carried
by storm toward the West in the Sea of Darkness (the Southern
point of Africa in the mappa mundi), that is, another 2,000 miles,
Fra Mauro deduces that the length of the African
circumnavigation would have to be at least 4,000 miles. To
support his own opinion at the end of the cartouche, Fra Mauro
also evokes Eudoxus of Cyzicus’ circumnavigation of Africa from
East to West leaving Arabia and arriving at Gibralter, as
described in Book III of the De chorographia of the Latin
geographer Pomponius Mela:
In the third book of his Cosmography, Pomponius Mela says that a
certain Eudossus, fleeing from Lathmin, king of Alexandria, sailed
out of the Arabian Gulf and navigated though those southern
regions until he arrived at Gades, which is the Strait of Gibraltar.
One can therefore claim without any doubt that this southern and
south-western part is navigable, and that the Sea of India is an
ocean and not an inland sea. This is what is said by all those who
sail this sea and live in those islands. 74
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VIII. A LITERARY PROJECT OF EXPANSION

The reference to Portuguese navigations is particularly
interesting. Fra Mauro’s mappa mundi registers toponyms that
would enter Western knowledge following the expedition guided
by the Portuguese pilot Aires Gomes da Silva, who would reach
the capo roxo and capo dos mastos on the Western coast of
Africa in 1446. As already noted, these place names were also
recorded on another contemporary Venetian map, drawn in 1448
in London by Andrea Bianco.
On the map it is stated that the route followed was SouthSouth-East. The reference to the meridians of Tunisia and
Alexandria would indicate that Portuguese ships hugged the
African coast following the enormous indent of the Gulf of
Guinea. This would signify that, at least in terms of the syntax
and logic of representation, the navigations that Fra Mauro
refers to in the transcribed cartouche extended beyond capo do
mastos, the last place name registered on the Western coast of
Africa. The cartographic design of the mappa mundi would thus
express the knowledge mediated by the sources employed by Fra
Mauro (including Portuguese maps) 75 only in part. In other
words, if the design of the Western coasts of Africa in the mappa
mundi correspond to those in contemporary Venetian maps such
as Bianco’s, what is transmitted in the mappa mundi in written
form goes beyond the graphical and geographic limits of the
cartography of his time.
The information reported by Fra Mauro on Portuguese
navigations, in particular that referring to “new marine charts,”
constitutes the first mention of the existence of a Portuguese
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cartographic tradition linked to the first phase of expansion
along the African coasts. 76 What is narrated in written form by
the Camaldolese friar conforms to other descriptions on the
large commercial routes that crossed the Indian Ocean. It goes
beyond the geographical limits of mid-fifteenth century
European discoveries, structuring itself more as a project of
expansion, a reflection on the possibility of navigation in seas
and at latitudes not yet achieved, rather than as a descriptive
account of navigations that had already been completed
successfully.
Whereas Fra Mauro’s effort has either been celebrated or
denigrated for transmitting or failing to record the discovery of
specific promontories, what seems particularly strking in his case
is not the geographical data, as reported by the mappa mundi, in
iteself. Rather, it is more interesting to explore the existence of a
detailed textual knowledge, and a discursive tradition in midfifteenth century Venice of Portuguese navigation missions along
the African coasts, as well as of Arab or “Indian” expeditions in
the Indian Ocean. This knowledge was probably acquired
through the mediation of Venetian merchants, who regularly
anchored at ports in Lagos and Lisbon with the galleys of
Flanders and in port-cities in Persia and India as well.
Here the nod to Portuguese navigations could be explained
with reference to two principle documentary corpus: the history
of commercial exchanges between Portugal and Italian cities and
the diplomatic and cultural politics under the reign of Afonso V
(1448-1481), who sought to obtain the exclusive right to conquer
and exploit the lands from Cape Bojador in Africa to the “Indies”
through papal bulls. This fruitful and subtle diplomatic policy
was based around mid- century more on a “declaration of
intention” than on the accurate reports of concrete discoveries.
In exchange for a formal commitment to participate in the
crusades to regain Constantinople from the Turkish conquest of
1453, as proclaimed by Pius II and his successors Nicolaus V and
76
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Callistus III, the Nicolaus V’s bull Romanus Pontifex (1455) and
Callixtus III’s Inter caetera divinae (1456) guaranteed Portuguese
fleets the right to navigate along the Southern coasts of Africa.
Moreover, these papal bulls prohibited all other nations, to sail
in these seas, under pain of excomunication, thereby conceding
the spiritual jurisdiction of the lands that would be conquered
from Cape Bojador to the “Indies” to the Order of Christ, led by
Prince Henry of Portugal. 77 Hence, the bulls promulgated by the
papal court did not attest to the actual conquest of lands, but
rather recognized the existence of an expansion project in the
making for which the pope guaranteed an official political
recognition. This papal support had to do with the potential
contribution of the Portuguese expansion to the overall defense
of Christian Europe against the Muslim threat, as posed by the
growing military power of the Ottoman empire. 78 Fra Mauro’s
account of Portuguese navigations seems to take part in the
same discursive tradition as the papal bulls: rather than
documenting voyages that actually occured, it testifies to the
diffusion, in the economic and cultural centers of the
Mediteranean, of Afonso V’s plans for Portugese geographic
expansion.
IX. SAILING IN THE INDIAN OCEAN AT THE DAWN OF EUROPEAN
EXPANSION
Fra Mauro’s mappa mundi is one of the earliest European
documents that explicitly testifies to the growing importance of
77
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navigation beyond the Mediterranean, and the Western
commercial routes. Relating cosmography to projects of
expansion and trade in the Indian Ocean, Fra Mauro minutely
describes the foremost navigation routes and commercial
circuits of the Indian Ocean (Mare indicum) in two cartouches
that he affixes to the descriptions of Giava Minor and the Island
of Hormuz. They are worth reporting:
[. . . ] on this said Java grow ginger and other noble spices in great
quantity, and at the time of harvest, all that grows on this and the
other islands is taken to Java Major and there is divided into three
parts: one part [is sent] to Caiton and Cathay, another to Hormus,
Cide and Mecca, by the Sea of India, and the third is sent
northwards across the Sea of Cathay. And according to the
testimony of those who sail this sea, from this island one sees the
Southern Cross a yard above the horizon. 79

And
The province of Mogolistan, shown above to the right, lies opposite
the island called Hormus… Here come some of ships from India
with their merchandise of pearls, pepper, ginger and other spices in
great quantity. These then travel by way of Balsera and Bagadat –
that is, the Babilonia of the Chaldeans – to the river Tigirs and
Euphrates and then to Mesopotamia, Armenia, Cappadocia and
even the Sea of Pontus. The main city of the island has the same
name – that is, Hormus – and in ancient times it was built by the
philosophers. 80

In these two legends of the mappa mundi five major routes
of commercial navigation in the Indian Ocean and from the
Indian Ocean to Persia, Central Asia and Europe are identified
and traced: a first from Zaiton, on the north-eastern coast of
China, towards the southern Chinese coasts, a second from
Zaiton towards the Indian coasts, the third and fourth
respectively from westerns Indian coasts to Hormuz and Mecca,
and, finally, a fifth route, part marine and part terrestrial, from
79
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Hormuz to Persia and Europe, navigating the Tigris and
Euphrates, passing through Mesopotamia, Armenia, and
Cappadocia, all the way to the Black Sea. A reading of the two
cartouches representing the spice trade routes in Fra Maruos’
mappa mundi can, in my opinion, be considered the first such
representation of mid-fifteenth century Venetian perception of
the main commercial routes on a mappa mundi that derive, like
most of those concerning Asia and the Indian Ocean, from the
accounts of Marco Polo and Nicolo de’Conti. 81 [Fig. 10] Even an
embryonic representation of what modern scholars have defined
as the three commercial circuits of the Indian Ocean could be
inferred in those cartouches, based on the studies of S.D. Gotein
on commercial relations between the Mediterranean and India
using documents of the Cairo Geniza and, more recently, the
studies of Kirti N. Chaudhuri and Janet L. Aubu-Lughod,
Michael Pearson and Ashin Das Gupta on commerce in the
Indian Ocean. 82
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Figure 10. Fra Mauro’s mappa mundi: detail showing “Indian junks” (çonchi da India) sailing in the Indian Ocean. Manuscript on vellum, written in Venetian vernacular, Venice, c.
1450. Venice, Biblioteca nazionale marciana, inventory number 106173.

To conclude, the preceding analysis has brought to light
the longue durée--in the epistemological status, in cultural
legitimacy, and in the processes and languages used to represent
space—of cosmography and cartography from the thirteenth to
the sixteenth centuries. The process of acquaintance with and
the broadening of the imago mundi that medieval culture
inherited from Antiquity was set in motion between the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries and the beginning of European
expansion in the fourteenth century. The specifically
Renaissance contributions to cosmography consist of associating
systems of cartographic and geographic knowledge in a new way,
defined at the beginning of the twelfth century in the light of
literary and geographic discoveries that already became a reality
as early as the thirteenth century.
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